
 

A Message from the Minnesota Safety Council  

It’s been a year since our state and country shut down to manage COVID-19. And what a year 
it’s been. We scrambled for masks and disinfectants, and even toilet paper, as the pandemic set 
in. Essential workers fought on the front lines while the rest of us curtailed normal activities, 
moving our jobs, schools and social lives on line. Some of us lost our jobs and security.  

Over 533,000 Americans have died, nearly 7,000 in Minnesota. Beyond those sobering 
statistics, we’ve seen other human costs:  

• To date during the pandemic, our nation has experienced 81,000 drug overdose deaths, 
double the number of lives lost to vehicle crashes in a normal year.  

• While we drove fewer miles, our speeds increased with tickets for driving in excess of 
100 mph up 94% compared with 2019. Worse yet, speed contributed to a 10% increase 
in traffic fatalities.  

• In the workplace, COVID added 30% to the number of claims in a normal year. That 
means human and business costs of 30% more employees with health impacts, 30% 
more days with production impacts, and 30% greater health and insurance costs.  

It’s time to work together to put this pandemic and its far-reaching effects behind us. We 
believe the formula for success is clear. First, let’s keep doing the things that helped protect us 
and kept our hospitals from being overrun -- keep our distance, wear our masks and pay 
attention to how we gather.  

Second, and most important, we need to get vaccinated. If you get a chance to receive a 
vaccine, run, don’t walk, to get it. The simple fact is every vaccine type effectively prevents the 
most serious symptoms of COVID-19 making it like a bad, but not deadly, flu.  

We all want to return to a world where we can eat in restaurants, hold graduations, weddings 
and funerals, and hug our families, friends and neighbors. Let’s work together to bring this 
pandemic to a close and put the last year behind us. 
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